A puppet Controlled by the elite to fulfil there own selfish agendas. Aware of current events and morally correct and unselfish Open minded, understanding, a voice for many communities Genuine kind and attentive. Listens to everyone and their values understanding, pro-active, has vision, responsible,
influential Fair, woke Someone who makes the right decisions that will be morally right, unlike the current leader. Hopefully a person of colour Empathetic. Wise. Similar to the Prime Minister of New Zealand, someone with a good head on their shoulders. A future leader will be a person who leads for
the good, selfless,honest,compassionate and listen to the voice of the people.Treat everyone equally and ensure peace. I have no idea I do not know if I am being honest but I do hope our future leader will take into consideration the people’s views and what is happening around the community 🤷♀️🏽 
Inclusive of all cultures and ethnicities, democratic, environmentally conscious Non-racist or non-hypocrite has all the skills and belief and experience and the know how and talents they need to go out and fight for humanity For the people. Not sure Someone from gen Z — passionate + hopefully attentive towards all social issues. intersectional, inclusive and kind. someone who cares and will go the extra mile Someone who listens to everyone’s opinions but does not accept everyone’s opinions. Instead, they narrow these opinions and do what is best for the environment and planet. Hopefully more
taolerant and an actual decent human being. Would love for them to be female and a POC Hopefully- a person who understands social issues and makes steps towards change. Realistically- a megalomaniac who cares about profit over the wellbeing of their people Educated, inclusive, care about social
issues, the environment, holds corporations responsible Young, passionate, creative, intuitive, compassionate and not just one person “Caring For the people Active “ Inclusive. A thought leader who isn’t afraid to trailblaze. Empathetic Much like other leaders in the past. Authoritative positions in the UK
are held by the majority of the same demographic; white middle-class men. someone who is open-minded and has clear ethics and values. someone who is reasonable and is ready to listen to communities Not sure They will have to be conscious of social issues affecting people outside of their own ethnicity/sexuality/class etc. And be focussed on tackling these issues. They will have to care about social welfare and communities coming together to support one another. They cannot just be an Etonian Tory. The same as last leaders, university educated, white, older men. I’m not sure, I could say what I
would hope for but for many reasons I think that will not be the case Probably annyoing centrists They will not just hear, they will listen. They will put their feet in others shoes and work WITH rather than FOR. Their aim is to no longer be a leader, as they will have empowered everyone else to be a
leader too. Woke as fuck “Respective of all classes, race, genders etc Empathetic Good listener and problem solver Not selfish or in it for the money/fame/progression “ Not a tory Genuine I hope they will believe in equality for all and will work on making sure it’s a reality. I also hope they will actually
listen to the public and what they want Either the same as before or more representative of future issues and ambitions Aware of how the world is changing and making changes accordingly to benefit the world A future leader needs to have an open mind, to be honest, and learn from their mistakes. They
need to be decisive but understand the consequences that come with each decision and accept that they can never please everybody but still try to come from a place of understanding towards those they have let down. Hopefully, politically and socially aware of the issues young people face. Probably
another wealthy, privileged, Eton, white man, who only cares about his personal legacy in Gov. It’s hard to say, but I hope they will be progressive and listen to (and act in favour of) the voices of the working class, younger generations, and those discriminated against. The same as always. Unrepresentative
and uncaring and a bit useless listen to the public Fuck Nows... how can you trust or predict anything these days, we’d need a revolution to know that it was going to be someone just and honest, representative, fair, caring haha Probably just as corrupt, selfish and uncaring as politicians today Someone
more like AOC in the states (Occasio-Cortez) with experience of low income working, experience of discrimination and the willingness and drive to change it Hopefully a nice person who genuinely wants to do good for people. Hopefully more supportive than the leaders we have today Strong minded,
direct, listens to people and acts on it, Not sure - if we follow the current trend then probably someone incompetent and blinded by party politics not interested in the long term health of the country and it’s people Hopefully intelligent, charismatic, balanced, knowledgeable about people’s lives and situations someone who has empathy, compassion, a willingness to help others, the drive to get things done Hopefully aware and willing to consider all perspectives. Someone who represents groups that need more representation e.g. POC and LGBTQ+ Decisive, caring, intelligent. Someone who is opened
minded and is open to listening to young peoples voices and opinions. Also someone who isn’t the social norm of a white middle aged man who studied at Eton. Diverse and Able to Listen and accept failure A women, compassionate, strong leadership skills and happy to go out and learn from people
with experience on matters she is trying to change policy around Better than Boris Johnson If I’m thinking optimistically, a future leader will embody everything our current generation is: passionate, progressive, open-minded, and hopefully more diverse and less Tory than our current government.
Hopefully a woman ! “Like Jacinda Ardern “ “will like them to be kind , respectful, willing to listen and admit if they don’t know or need support/guidance/have made a mistake. but I think future leaders will just get more and more right wing, sadly “ Oppressive and angry Somebody who strives for
positive change and freedom of choice amongst everybody Someone who appreciates every type of person and understand all view points, even if they are against their own Hopefully an inclusive one. Hopefully not a corrupt one. Fair and more equal to everyone “Inclusive Genuine Passionate” With our
generation someone open minded,respectful and hard working I would want a future leader to be respectful and considerate of all people no matter their background, race, sexuality etc. I would want them to think of what is best for the people however I don’t think that will be the case. I think they will
be selfish, irresponsible and disrespectful as this seems to be the pattern. Treats everyone equal no matter their circumstances Somebody confident, independent, strong, controlling but understanding Someone who actually listens. White male Hopefully innovative, accepting and tolerant. “Female Open
minded Strong” Probably similar as to the leaders are now All leaders are the same Hopefully someone fair and wants to create an equal society for all. Has a passion for sustainability. In reality, I think it will be a privileged white man who cares about the economy more than anything. If our current
leaders are anything to go by, then I don’t have much hope for future leaders. Representative An old white cis straight male - as usual Awful I want to say all positive things, but the way the world is going, probs Trump but worse Someone who is of a lower social class, who can understand the needs of all
members of the public “good or bad? Not sure because Qn not specific enough... but hopefully more diverse! “ “hopefully someone with the best interests of the majority as opposed to the minority. A strong willed and passionate individual. “ I truly hope to be led by someone who benefits the plenty and
not just the “elite”. Living in the North of Ireland a country consumed largely by sectarian beliefs I would love to have a leader who will unite the two religious groups along with all other cultures in a new and united Ireland. Ideally I would like a more socialist approach to the economy but I cannot see
that happening any time soon. Humble Cautious, a good listener, proactive, ethical, open-minded Fair Probably a white man. black, female or gender non conforming, not blinded by religious views, feminist, fair in judgement, raises up the working class. Inclusive, understands the issues of the world and
actually presents solutions Dictatorial, using new technology such as social media in order to control the population, much like in China. Hopefully honest Makes everyone feel heard and respected. Understands the network of society and how people of different classes and backgrounds interact with
each other. “Hopefully better than leaders right now “ To be honest I’m not really sure about it Understanding of all political viewpoints. “Concerned for social issues. Representative of society (not just a white, rich, middle aged, cis, het man). Not a twat hopefully. “ A liar like all... Honourable, eloquent,
trustworthy, woke Old? I don’t really understand the question. Take initiative and action on social issues and focus globally too, not just on the Uk I wish I could predict that, no one predicted trump Could be anyone - depends on public opinion and attitude at the time, Representative, liberal, fair Genuine Empathetic, more relatable to the younger generation, will hopefully focus more on the needs of the people rather than a select ‘elite’ few and large corporations Liberal, Reformative Depends who it is. Hopefully better than everyone at the moment Same as always Inclusive Ideally someone who
doesn’t ignore clear problems in society and doesn’t base all their decisions on how much money is involved. Someone who cares about the people of the country and not just the power behind it. Unfortunately it doesn’t seem like those types of leaders exist because of the privilege required to get that
high in office. I hope that they will be accepting of all religions, races, sexualities and genders and have a closer understanding of the lower classes A liar White Strong Some who understand his/ her subjects needs and problems and try to solve it Realistic, honest and for change/progression Someone who
is responsible confused like boris not sure Not sure YES I don’t know Truthful hopefully idk A left wing passionate union supporter who is anti capitalist and can stop climate change Female, black representative of all people. Caring and kind Compassionate wise determined Dunno Awful I don’t know
I don’t have much hope in future leaders at the moment I don’t know. What does this mean? Some 60 year old. Terrible like always Unable to provide safety for the planet and people Decisive, organised and considerate invest in equality Hopefully a good leader Hopefully, there won’t be one. ❤️ they should
be someone who cares for issues as they happen and handles them Responsible and mature Agree with what’s right and will help people from other countries in danger too Aware, assertive, empathetic someone who includes its citizens Engaged with everyone They would actually care about the minority groups of people and world problems such as global warming. Well this is what I hope Much similar to today’s leaders, I don’t think the class and background of these people is likely to change Firm but fair caring hopeful and honest I hope a future leader will see the best in all aspects of society and
not be from a privileged background as often these people has the best life skills Hopefully a person of colour who strives for equality and can unite everyone Shit ? Demanding equality for everyone idk Strong minded conservative Rational and fair while also standing to core values and not losing sight
of the bigger picture Someone who thinks bigger than themselves Anything would be better than boris but hopefully someone that cares about EVERYONE, not just the rich Conservative white male who has far right views White, privileged and male Inclusive Female and brown Progressive Empathetic A future leader (I’m guessing ideal leader from the question) would be accepting of all races and genders and would do what they can to reduce inequality especially for children and young people so that everyone can have an equal chance at happiness. An ideal leader would also plan ahead and implement policies to reduce our carbon emissions and mitigate the effects of climate change. At the same time, they wouldn’t necessarily be “socialist” but rather a mix of the two political wings. Hopefully they will want peace and equallity for all Educated, fair, empathic and female Not a clue A good listeners and diplomatic Libertarian Much better than the current ones now people have seen how terrible they’ve been since COVID Well put together in there policies I’m not sure N/a The same as the typical politician Hopefully we will have a more responsible leader, one I personally can trust and
understand conservative Liberal Someone that wants equality but equity as well Selfish, corrupt and a puppet for their wealthy investors A real nigga. With the receipts to warrant following them. hopefully better than the other leaders Strong minded but weak whe it comes to leading Have left views
Anti-Christian, pro-abortion, feminist, SJW Despairing and stressed at this rate Can’t predict but hopefully but than our current one Female/POC/Socially Liberal/Climate Change Activist Trying to change the issues in the world Competent Someone who stands up for what we believe in no clue im not
sure Representative of the people Hopefully a future leader from our generation will be more understanding and accepting of issue people face daily and that should result in them being fair and actually put people interest first rather than just thinking of money hopefully better then Boris Helpful Young
and respectful equal to everyone, compassionate and confident - they stand up for everyone, especially minorities and fund things that actually need funding, like healthcare and education, rather than funding their own bank accounts a cunt like the rest Hopefully not a middle aged white man Respectful, doesn’t discriminate Not sure Best case scenario: someone who represents the values of our generation today. Worst (and most likely) case scenario: another political class upper class conservative that represents nothing but themselves and their rich friends Reactionary, conservative, unwilling to
make progressive changes needed in this day and age i dont know a dog Brave, complex and empathetic Intelligent and honest (hopefully) a cunt like the rest Neglected Boring, clean cut, from a heavily middle class background having never put a foot wrong, holds a degree Alexandria Ocasio Cortez
hopefully Fair Female, from the working class, someone with real life experience on people who actually need help more open minded and not racist hopefully kinder I hope that they won’t be a coward and do the right things, but I doubt that will happen Hopefully smart and honest Someone who shows
everyone’s voice and wants to help out Not a moroj Conscientious I don’t know Someone who understands and respects the working class and can support all races, religions, ethnicities and genders someone trust worthy They would probably know what they are doing and be ready to listen to what
everyone says and take it into consideration. Idk Racist Responsible for those that work within the team. Caring, compassionate and hardworking Inclusive I hope Inclusive, a woman Empathetic Hopefully not Trump Narcissist I don’t know able to deliver what they promise and make changes Supporting for equal rights Better than trump and borris Strong kind compassionate Responsible understanding, with life experience of issues faced Someone with the right mindset Better hopefully cool I hope someone who can recognise issues and make change, listening to the people, and admit when they
are wrong or don’t know what they’re doing. Caring, a hero to everyone in the society no matter the race, ethnicity or religion Candour bad Liars as always they will probably be better then boris ygm Probably just as neoliberal as every other leader now, not that it’s a bad thing. Someone who cares about
political affairs, the economy, solving social issues and saving the environment better be better then boris not trump Female, younger, not completely from an upper class background, someone who wants social change, not just about money and status Not bj Not Boris or Donald i dont now Optimistically I hope they would be progressive and be more representative of people as a whole not based on those who hold all the cards, but in reality I feel they may only look progressive but still be under influence of the 1% Charismatic, manipulative, selfish More empathetic to social issues around them,
more inclusive and understading. A Good and Supportive Leader Hopefully Logical Someone who is charismatic, funny, loving Constructive Liar, selfish, modern Someone who can listen and take action appropriately who actually cares about the people they are representing Small minded Respectful
of all. Promotes equality Similar to all the others. Leadership is specific Honest, knowledgeable, caring, leader Probably more old white men unfortunately Same as the others selfish and born into a wealthy upper class family Unsure - don’t want to think about it! Not afraid to tackle big issues and not
focusing on the cost Reliable accountable and hopefully a woman Either like trump in all the worst ways until the end of the world, or like Obama and will take climate change, racism etc seriously and magically save us all from our own self destruction i would hope more progressive Motivated hopefully better Strong, understanding, helpful, someone who will make the place i live more safer Worse than what we have now Hopefully better than our past leaders Considerate Fair, knowledgeable, open, communicative, strong, a good listener, strategist shte Compassionate, resilient, open minded Open
minded, possibly of minority background to try help with the representation we need so badly. Hopefully state educated for a change. Female? More respectful Biased towards rich Honest Hopefully honest Empathetic I’m unsure Honest Ideally someone who is a centrist who doesn’t have a very left or
very right view. But more than likely a very Liberal leader who like abolishes the police or something stupid For the many not the few witty, knows how to engage with people I think it depends on the individual and their thoughts and ideas Responsible person Hopefully they will be striving for equity,
making sure every member of society feels valued Positive optimistic and honest hopefully kind Inspiration Probably as bad as the ones now Controlling, uncaring, deceitful Hopefully better, fairer and more transparent Respectful but unafraid to make hard decisions Not White Someone who doesn’t
have any controversies Considerate of everyone especially marginalised people Someone who is open minded Strong willed willing to stand up for people against governments and corporations Someone who makes decisions for the people, not letting their prejudices or emotions guide how they rule.
Fair and equal and willing to listen Hopefully left wing Hopefully versatile and educated Encouraging, yet thinks of all, will have to care about the environment whilst protecting jobs and those with and without money Useless, history has shown that to be true Hopefully, someone of colour as there’s
never been on in England and makes a change Willing to speak Reliable and responsible Don’t know Hopefully, an advocate. Realistically, an authoritarian. A lot like Arden Understand a wide range of demographics impacting their domain with the ability to create a following, cohesion & community.
Robotic idk corrupt like the rest I want someone with proper intelligence and strength of character inclusive of everyone Able to realise that problems affect more than just one class. Be concerned about the environment and sustainability Hopefully they will take immediate action against climate change
and biodiversity loss. They would care about social issues and the lower classes and hold the big companies responsible for the destruction of our planet and the hoarding of wealth. This however is unlikely as big companies pretty much run our countries already. Equal, understanding, non-biased Farright populist Depends how far on we’re talking. Bojo is sat with his thumb up his arse and if he’s voted in again I bet this country will be even more so in the shit than it is. No trade deal, put us in lockdown and fuck the economy Human Nonsense probably We need someone who truly cares about
equality and environmental issues. Someone who is honest and makes decisions based on public opinion. Ideally female. Unfortunately I do not see this in our future Anyone Good at collaborating with scientists and specialist to gain the knowledge in fields that are not their area of expertise, dedicated
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